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With her disarming, intimate, completely accessible voice, and dry love of life, Nora Ephron shares around
her ups and downs in I Feel Bad About My Neck, a candid, hilarious look at women who are getting older
and dealing with the tribulations of maintenance, menopause, empty nests, and life itself.Ephron chronicles
her lifestyle as an obsessed make, passionate town dweller, and hapless mother or father. Utterly
courageous, uproariously funny, and unexpectedly relocating its truth telling, PERSONALLY I THINK Bad
About My Neck is definitely a scrumptious, irresistible treat of a book, filled with truths, laugh out loud
moments that may appeal to readers of most ages. But mainly she speaks frankly and uproariously about life
as a woman of a particular age.
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I don't experience bad about my neck yet, but I've concerns. . It takes time to get into it. . Well done, Nora
Ephron! My reading of late has been even more dense and serious, so this was a wonderful palate cleanser.
Ms. I was laughing aloud like a maniac! The writing strikes the right stability of humor and truth. In one
essay she talks about the imaginary conversations she's with some of her preferred chefs/cookbook authors.
Reading these essays are like having a conversation with a smart and witty friend. I know that I will be
having some imaginary chats with Ms. Ephron soon!. This book is perfect for those of us women who are on
the other hand of 50. Nora Ephron was an excellent writer and director. Nora Ephron Knows How to Strike
the Funny Bone!. A different kind of Erma Bombeck who was simply my mentor in the early years of my
relationship and child rearing. She was so charming speaking with Oprah, like a couple of older girlfriends,
and I longed to be in her globe. That was the very first time I possess have you ever heard of Nora Ephron. I
love that Nora owns that is her own opinion on items in existence and that your thoughts and opinions could
be different, and so are definitely acceptable.easily hadn't gotten anything from the reserve (and I got lots)
I'd joke and say at least she's saved me big money as I will not be buying the latest anti-aging cream in a
futile try to turn back the clock. She managed to get very clear that whole idea is a fantasy.for women
that's..and she stated it with such wonderful wit. A Must for All Women Wow! Well done, Nora Ephron!
Ephron discusses her neck, cheap purses and handbags, relationships, raising children, the right apartment,
aging, death, and life. Her loss of life was our reduction. And then I was left thinking about what she stated.
I love bright, funny, creative ladies who are so so talented. I also discovered neck wrinkles seemingly over
night, bought miracles in a jar ( but knew better) and asked a doc about those crimson torso pimples to hear
“ old age” at 55.. And then I was moved to tears by what she stated. Ephron tells all, the sad, the
embarrassing, and the hilarious, with wisdom and knowledge. in the end, the entire book is based on
troubleshooting the undesirables that include a women and age. Simply Wonderful Ephron nails it in a way
that makes me personally laugh. I laughed aloud a few times and we all can benefit from that. I'm working
my method through her list. Ephron's personal insight into her own condition as well as the individual
condition, imbues every page. When I examine, at the end of the Kindle edition, that she passed on a long
time ago, I grieved. Nora is always an excellent read I thought I was the only female who obsessed
approximately the lines and wrinkles on her neck. I highly recommended the humorous readings in this book
to my mother who is involved in numerous ladies social organizations; Her purse as referred to was my
purse, and I sensed less alone. The initial lines read like poetry. It's like having an extremely good friend let
you know that its all likely to be okay--you're not by yourself. Relax with this publication and a bottle of
your favorite wine. You'll laugh and experience better about yourself. Such a funny, poignant book I am a
huge lover of "When Harry Met Sally"... I recommend the book.I eventually got a your hands on this
publication as an audiobook, and when I had to go down to the DMV to renew my permit, it made enough
time go by thus much faster. I chuckled aloud so often while in line, I believe people wanted me dead for
having any kind of fun at the DMV.But at the same time, Ephron were able to make me cry. And by the time
I experienced to consider my picture, I experienced to fix my makeup.In the event that you enjoy a reserve
which makes you laugh, then makes you think, without a large amount of foul vocabulary or words you need
to move look up, this is a great publication for you. I recently saw the excellent HBO documentary Nora
Ephron's son manufactured in the quest to know his late mom better and We became intrigued by the person
behind the movies. To begin with, I chose this book for an academic book review. In the publication titled
"PERSONALLY I THINK Bad about My Throat and Other Applying for grants Being a Female, Nora
Ephron screenwriter, novelist, maker, and film director expresses her physical, mental, and emotional
outpourings on age group advancement.We wasn't really sure what to expect when I opened the book and
began to read. Its an excellent read, particularly when you start feeling a little depressed about growing
older. Then the author switched gears, just like a truck going from 1st gear directly into 4th with all the
current sputtering and grind. Still in the initial chapter, in fact a few paragraphs into this book, I was having



some doubts; Sure it had been written by a person who could afford Botox and plastic surgery however,
many things are timeless. Ladies will continue steadily to troubleshoot areas of their lives searching for the
age-defying miracle concoction which will permit them to live long, yet retain their ageless beauty; He
agreed and I continuing but this time out loud. The more I read, the better the book became. Funny, and
smart. I guess I could see his viewpoint; Growing old is "not really for sissies" as a vintage actor once stated.
I’m sure a lot of women callus relate with the late writer’s trip through and out of the “Middle Ages. It is
meant for females who've reached the point in their life if they realize they possess spent almost all their
extras such as for example money, and period on everyone else but themselves. I’m sure a lot of women .
Nora Ephron is usually always entertaining.. I found this book to become an eye-opener full of cunning
anecdotes and surprising charm. I put the reserve down and asked my hubby who was driving, if I could
browse something to him. Everything is really copy. Great if you are needing fun... She's such a powerful
person but her writing is quite modest - she under no circumstances lets on she has been so incredibly
successful. Love this book. Friday Club, Crimson Hats, Wednesday's Monthly to name a few.. good read
hilarious Attention Women!. Soon I was laughing at the authors whimsical permutations and my husband
was making wisecracks. . I didn't like this at first, but the longer I read, the more I got into it.. A funny book
that experienced me nodding my head Loved this book! the composing felt a little bit harsh. I really like her
humor when it comes to woman aging. I purchased Heartburn the moment I finished this one, that is a few
hours when i started it, since it absorbed me so totally I didn't put it down until the end. One fantastic plus (a
lagniappe, as the Cajuns contact it) is usually a chapter which describes her preferred books. Great book!
Wonderful book. Arrived considerably damaged. This publication was definitely not what I was expecting.
Individually I loved this composing. I recently saw the wonderful HBO documentary Nora Ephron's son
made in the quest . Then one time on Oprah, I viewed an interview with her and she was talking about a
book she simply wrote called "I Feel Bad About My Throat" and I simply absolutely fell in love with Nora
Ephron. What a thoroughly enjoyable collection of essays and musing by Nora Ephron! I wouldn't
recommend this well spun thread of amusing literature to simply anyone. Enjoyable! Cute summer read
Actually fun book, Nora knows how to tell a great funny and interesting story.
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